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Title of research paper: Barge Fleet Composition for An Industrial Dry Bulk
Transportation -- Operating Between River Wharf
and Coastal Floating Transshipment Platform
Degree :Master of Science in International Transport and
Logistics
The problem I am trying to solve in this paper is to find out a optimal barge
fleet composition which meet the technical feasibility, required transport
capacity and the cost should be relatively lower than other schemes. The barge
fleet will service for a industrial dry bulk transportation from Africa to China,
and due to the restrictions on the natural environment and infrastructure, a
coastal floating transshipment platform( FTS ) will be the terminal of this barge
fleet. And the TEDS (technical and economical demonstration of ship) method
was employed to solve this fleet composition problem.
In the second chapter I did the technical demonstration by analyzing the natural
conditions, the operating of floating transshipment platform( FTS ), the general
operation modes of barge fleet, the types of connection between pusher and
dumb barges, and show the final choice of different type of barge fleet
operating modes according to the natural or technical condition.
Then I done economical demonstration with four steps: The first step is to
determine the target of this industrial shipping system and determine the
restrictions both natural and technical. Such as annual transportation mission
and loading/ discharging rate of both ends. The second step, list the schemes
for comparison according to the situation of inland waterway draft, current
shipbuilding technique, and the suggestion from some experienced captain,
shipping company manager and Ship Design Institute. The third step is reject
v
the schemes which failed to complete the transportation mission. The fourth
step is to choose the lowest cost fleet composition solution among the feasible
schemes.
As the result, in order to complete the annual transportation volume of
10million tons bauxite, the optimal barge fleet composition is using six
12000DWT self propelled barge with a service speed of 8 kn/h laden and 9
kn/h ballast.
KEYWORDS: Technical and Economical Demonstration of Ship, barge
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1.1 Back ground and problem description
Generally, maritime dry bulk transportation is to serve the unbalanced
geographical distribution of the supply and demand of the raw material. Under
the background of globalization, manufacturers always face a geography gap
between mining and proceeding. This geography gap brings a demand for
transportation, therefore, benefiting shipping industry, especially dry bulk
market. For example, China production of primary aluminum was 3100
thousand metric ton, which means more than a half (54%) of primary
aluminum of the world was produced by China (<<MINERAL COMMODITY
SUMMARIES>>, 2017), but according to an interview with the president of
Asia’s largest refractory mineral processing company in 2015, because of the
government's strict control of domestic bauxite production, bauxite supply in
the market is very tight. From 2010 to 2013, China's dependence on overseas
bauxite were 48.6%, 61.7%, 49.5% and 75.4%, more than 60% of imported
bauxite was from Indonesia. In 2014, the Indonesian government introduced a
ban on the export of raw ore, in order to increase the added value and create
more job opportunities. Since the implementation of this policy, China
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aluminum smelter had to import more bauxite from Australia and Africa.
Africa accounted for 32 percent of world Bauxite resources, for example,
especially the Guinea, a Africa country located on west coast of Africa, haing
the largest bauxite reserves in the world (7,400,00 thousand metric dry ton).
This massive resources attracted many Chinese importers to invest in mining.
Where there is demand, there is market. These investments in overseas mining
enterprises in China have brought enormous transport demand. Recently, a
china Aluminum company intends to invest in a mining area in Guinea.The
first phase of the development will start from the area close to the coast, whose
output is expected to reach 10 million tons .The bauxite will be transported to a
north port of China, supporting the company’s electrolytic aluminum factory.
Now, this Alumina manufacturing company intends to outscore the
transportation process to a shipping company.
At present, after preliminary consideration of local natural conditions and
infrastructure, this company already has a general idea of how to operating this
whole transportation. That is, using a barge fleet to transport bauxite to a
floating transshipment platform, and transfer bauxite to large bulk carriers,
such as VLCC or CAPE, through the floating transshipment platform.
The whole transportation can be divided in to two parts ： river-sea
transportation part and cross-ocean transportation part. The second part is to
transport bulk cargo from the floating transshipment platform which mooring
in an anchorage near the river mouth, to a north port in China. The distance of
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this leg is long enough, so according to the economies of scale theory, the
larger the carrier employed, the less the unite transportation cost. Up to yet,
there are many papers already have done the technical and economic analysis
for the large bulk carrier. The result become a common sense: theeconomies of
scale works when there is no natural and /or policy limitations. In this case,
there is no draft limitation for Cape at the floating loading platform because
she is mooring in the sea. So is the discharging port — the destination is a
mature port with a dredged bulk terminal. However, This market of this leg is
very mature, even if the company does not have its own private fleet, through
the COA contract and TC, or even VC can also complete the transportation
mission.
But, within the first leg, –whether the fleet could complete this river-sea
transportation strictly depended onthe hydrographic conditions of the river and
other technical conditions. So, this paper will focus on this part, and try to use
the TEDS(technical and economical demonstration of ship) method to find an
optimized barge fleet composition which can minimize the cost and ensure the
completion of the transportation task (10 million tons per year).
1.2 Propose of research
The main purpose of this article is to provide an optimized fleet composition
scheme for the shipping company reference.
At the same time, this industrial transshipment transportation in Africa,
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Southeast Asia and other areas which exporting raw materials but restricted by
infrastructure construction ( such as wharf-front draft )have significant
advantages. There are bound to be many companies also face barge fleet
composition problem. So this paper can provide an idea on the barge fleet
composition comparison,
Moreover, with in this paper, the data of barge building price, maintenance cost,
management cost, etc. are experience data from captains, C/Es, ship yard, and
shipping companies, which certainly have reference value.
1.3 Methodology
Ship is a complicated, large investment which has a long service life. Due
caution should be exercised before design and construction. Through
investigation and research, this paper summarizes the existing barge fleet
operation technology and cost experience.Through the comparative analysis of
technology and economic indicators of each barge fleet composition scheme,
this paper finds out the technically feasible, capacity feasible and economic
reasonable barge fleet composition scheme.
The first step in technical and economic analysis is the investigation of raw
data. The purpose of investigation is to find out the requirements and
conditions for the use of the barge. The scope of the investigation includes:
( i ) The type and quantity of the goods.
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( ii ) The transportation distance, channel depth, hydrographic data, navigation
area meteorological data and so on.
( iii ) Handling efficiency of both ends.
( iv ) The technique, operation mode, and other information of the existing
barge fleet.
The second step is to establish a feasible comparison scheme. The key of this
step is to make clear the restrictions on natural conditions and technical
conditions when selecting ship forms and fleet operating models. Then
establish a number of reasonable fleet composition scheme.
The third step is to select the technical feasible plan to complete the
transportation task and have a certain safety margin.
The fourth step is to select the most economical one from the last step by
calculating and comparing the cost of each scheme.
1.4 Literature review
In 2010, Yang Qiuping , Xie Xinlian and Zhao Jiabao analyzed the main task of
fleet planning and basic objectives. They summed up the research progress in
this field, reviewed and summarized the using of linear programming, integer
programming, dynamic programming, simulation and other research methods
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on fleet composition. They also pointed out that the current research on Fleet
Planning of large industrial materials transportation is relatively mature, the
research object will be transferred to the container liner and the tramp market;
they believe that the develop of new optimization model and algorithm is still
the focus of future research; uncertain rules under the condition of fleet
programming is the future research direction and the application of fleet
composition decision support system is the inevitable trend of the development
of shipping industry. Also Pantuso, Fagerholt and Hvattum examined many
scientific literature on the maritime fleet size and mix problem in 2014. They
found that the most research were focus on initial composition of the fleet and
operations research played an important role in the solving of fleet composition
problem. Zhao Gang& Xu Zhengyan has analyzed the shortcomings of the
traditional ship demonstration method, and a new proof method -- the optimum
scheme direct search method (Simplex algorithm is used in the search process.)
is put forward in 1991. Simplex algorithm is used in the search process. After
the introduction of this method, the design of computer software has been
carried out. At last, the authors use this software to solve a real case, and the
best fleet composition of Beilun - Baoshan iron ore transportation line has been
proved.
This paper describes the procedure and method of technical economic
evaluation of transportation ship includes: (i) investigation data; (ii) the
establishment of demonstration program; (iii) calculating ship type
demonstration technology program, and economic operation; (iv) evaluation
for ship index and select the optimal scheme; (v) preparation ship design
specification. In this paper, the method of operation and economic calculation,
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the evaluation index of ship type and the selection of optimum scheme are
emphasized.
For barge fleet composition problem, Hu Yunchang, from Department of ocean
and naval engineering of Tianjin University, introduced the sea-going pusher
barge fleet. The sea-going pusher barge fleet is a combination of pusher and
barge, pusher and barge connected by a connecting device. Compared with the
ordinary self-propelled barge, the pusher-barge model has the advantages of
high efficiency of the host machine and the possibility of carrying out the
cyclic transportation, so the pusher-barge model has higher economic benefit
than the self-propelled barge on some routes. In his paper, An optimum
composition of barge fleet is proved and calculated by the optimization method,
the economy of the pushing barge fleet also be evaluated.Fadillah, A., Saito, K.,
& Prasodjo, B. S. also have studied on Pusher Barge System in the Indonesia
Coal Transportation market. About 20 years ago, Indonesia's electricity
consumption has rapidly increased, with an annual rate of about 15% to 20%,
and as a result, Indonesia's vast coal reserves will be mined to meet the
growing domestic demand. And a coal transportation system is needed.The
economic feasibility of pusher barge system for coal transportation in
Indonesia has been studied and it was showed that this system is the most
economical form of transportation. In this paper, the authors investigated the
optimal size of the barge cargo capacity for coal transportation in Indonesia.
The objective is to minimize the economic cost of transport (ECT) and the
problem is solved using the Excel solver. Constraints in the system include
power plant demand, river restriction, ship speed and loading or unloading
capacity in coal terminal.(Fadillah, A., Saito, K., & Prasodjo, B. S. ,2003)
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The book <<Techniques for pushing transportation of integrated barge fleet>>
is written in 2001 by Liu Hengmao and Chen Qihua, published by China
Communications Press. This book considers pushing barge transportation is the
development direction of the inland water transportation, this paper also
introduced the development and application of barge transportation at China
and other country. The pushing barge transportation technology and operation
management mode also be introduced, and the economy of pushing barge
transportation has been proved in the last chapter. Honestly, this book has been
a great help to me.
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Chapter 2 Technical demonstration
2.1 Route hydrologic condition
The average depth of river and the depth of estuary sandbar area is two
important factors and limiting the ship type selection. At present, the main
types in several international design are based on the height of the width and
depth of bridge on the river and the maximum allowable value through design,
such as the Suez size, Panamax and the Lake bulk carrier.The depth of the river
often determines the maximum draft depth of a ship.
In addition to the depth below the water, buildings above the river - such as the
bridge - are also a factor in limiting the choice of ship types. This factor
determines the height of the superstructure of the ship. However, the ship can
lower the airdraft by filling ballast water.
In this case, the mainly restriction is that the depth of the river is 6 meters.
Thus, the draft (including the safety margin) can be no more than 6 meters.
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Table 1- Ship particulars of main bulk carriers
DWT(t) LOA(m) Beam(m) Depth(m) Draft(m)
VLOC >200000 >330 >55 >29






5~60000 <222.5 <32.2 <16.6 11.5~13.5
HANDYM
AX
4~50000 <222.5 <32.2 <16.6
HANDYSI
ZE
2~50000 <222.5 <32.2 <16.6 11.5~12
Source: <<Ship Principle >> , Shanghai Jiao Tong University press, 2003
So, as shown above, even the minimum size of vessel of current common bulk
carriers is unfit for the requirement.
But, as early as the 1950s, the experts in our country began to study the
possibility of river and sea direct transportation. In the 90s, the study increased
gradually. By twenty-first Century, with the implementation of relevant
government policies, the direct transportation between the rivers and seas
gradually flourished. At present, on Yangtze River, the biggest barge which
leads to the open sea has reached 45000 tonnage (ATB barge), which is the
world's largest river-sea sailing barge.
The requirement of river-sea sailing are shallow draft and good sea-keeping
ability, but these are two contradictory directions in ship designing. So this is a
“trade off“ on ship form.
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Table below represents three types of river-sea sailing ship form of the Yangtze
River .
Table 2- Ship particulars of river-sea sailing barges in Yangtze River:
DW LOA Beam Depth Draft
5000 95 17 7.7 4.7
7000 100 20 11.5 4.78
12000 108 19.5.0 8 4.98
Source: Xilan,H. & Lizheng,W. (2001) Determination of the Main Ship Form of inland
barges. Ship Standardization and Quality, (2), 27-30.
As above we can see, barge fleet is more suitable for this situation.
2.2 Technical condition of floating bulk transshipment
platform(ship)
2.2.1 Introduction of the “floating terminal”
Floating dry bulk transfer system, so called “floating terminal”, is using a
floating transfer-platform to complete the bulk cargo transshipment from a ship
to another ship on the water. The floating transfer-platform usually is a
rebuild-vessel: using a ship as a rebuilding-foundation and equip her with
loading and discharging equipment，enabling it to handling cargo form a ship
alongside to another ship on another side. The floating can be self-propelled or
pushed by auxiliary tug to the operating area (usually is an offshore
anchorage).
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In recent years, with the coal and iron ore transportation demand continues to
increase and the bulk carrier upsizing trend intensified, the capacity of a CAPE
can be exceed 200 thousand ton; the largest iron ore carrier- Valemax’s loading
capacity has reached 400 thousand ton. These large bulk carriers put higher
requirements for the navigable depth of the channel, depth of wharf-frontage
and berth capacity of the port. Port managers typically chose the way of
dredging the channel and upgrading the wharf structure to meet the needs of
large bulk cargo ship berthing requirements. Offshore floating bulk transferring
system has become an effective option facing the limitations of wharf-frontage
depth and wharf handing capacity,because of its flexiblity and low price.
In some raw-material exporting areas, due to the high price of construction
material, low construction capacity (local constructive ability is restricted), the
huge amount of exporting volume, and the urgency of transportation demand,
the cost of building a large traditional bulk terminal could be very high,
accordingly the ROI will be very low. While offshore floating bulk
transshipment system with its features of flexibility and comparatively lower
overall investment, has been applied to a number of cases.
The floating dry bulk cargo transshipment system has the following
characteristics:
( i ) Customization: customized systemcan be provided according to specific
conditions such as cargo type, barge size and the type of big bulk carrier;
( ii ) Flexible operation: platform can be quickly moved to another service
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areas.
( iii )The construction cost is low: the rebuilding time is short, the overall
investment is low, and the ROI is high;
( iv ) The total transportation cost is low: transshipment between barge and big
bulk carrier(water to water) can skip the yard part and reduce the storage and
management cost.
The comparison of floating bulk transshipment-platform and traditional land
bulk terminal:






Land occupied area No requisition Land shall be requested for
yard
Environment effects Dust escaping may exist during
the transshipment process,if not
controlled well, it will directly
affect the marine environment
Also exist dust escaping,
and the windbreak net or
closed material yard
measures should be
adopted in the yard area,





Need to be circumspect on
transferring fleet scheduling
organization, and the overall
logistics management
requirements are very high
Operating time are
determined by ships’






Comparably Low Comparably High
Additional function The holds can only be used as
temporary storage, can not
provide further processing
function




2.2.2 Two types of floating bulk transshipment-platform system
2.2.2.1 The coastal floating bulk transshipment system
Southeast Asia and South America, the world's major exporters of coal and iron
ore, have large amounts of coal, iron ore and other bulk exported every year.
But due to limited construction material, and insufficient construction ability,
the construction cost of large fixed professional bulk terminal’s cost in these
areas is very high. Moreover, there are many mines in these areas, especially in
Southeast Asia, but the annual output of ore is only 1 million ~ 2 million ton or
even lower. Thus,the ROI of fixed terminal investment is very low.
Therefore, these areas generally adopt following approaches:
1, Constructing inland barge terminal and shipping bulk cargo by barge;
2, Barge fleet sailing to an anchorage nearby, and transshipping the bulk cargo
to bulk carrier through the FTS;
3, Using these bulk carriers to transport bulk cargo to the port of destination.
Currently the world's most famous company operating this system is
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Coeclerici( an Italy logistics company ). Their FTSs were distributed in
Philippines, Indonesia, India, Venezuela, Chile and other places, to provide
customers with the best location of bulk cargo transshipment and transportation
services.
2.2.2.2 The offshore floating bulk transshipment system
The offshore floating bulk transfer system mainly refers to a platform which
have a large tonnage of the original ship form (usually is a big bulk carriers
such as Capesize). Because of its strong stability (can survive strong wind and
rough sea), it can adapt to offshore operation conditions. One side rail of the
ship (platform also) is equipped with numbers of ship loader (bridge or fixed),
corresponding receiving and delivering systems and auxiliary equipment, the
other side of the rail equipped with discharging machine. The full
transshipment capacity can reach 2 000 ~ 7 000 t/h.
Figure 1- Discharging equipment on FTS
Source: LIEBHERR official website(www.liebherr.com)
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The system integrates 3 functions: handling (loading and discharging), storage
and transshipment, and has self-propelled ability. The system is mainly
applicable to the areas where the water depth of the channel is restricted or the
berthing condition is limited, and the operation of "discharging a part of cargo
from big vessel " + "transshipment" or "totally discharging the big vessel"
+”transshipment”is carried out offshore. Bulk cargo which originally carried by
Cape and VLCC will move to Handy and Supra through this transshipment
system, then shipped to the port of destination.
In 2011, Vale rebuilt a 280 thousand DWT bulk carrier "ore -F" into a floating
transport ship( FTS).This modification has opened up the same type of ship
modification in the world. The platform has the characteristics of large tonnage,
advanced system and high efficiency. It also integrates 3 functions of loading
and unloading, storage and navigation. "Ore -F” LOA 322.1 m, beam56 m,
depth 31.4 m, 280 thousand DWT, equipped with 5 sets of double rotary crane
(LIEBHERR brand, each capacity of 1 400 t/h), 5 hopper, 5 belt machines and
1 sets of mobile loading machine (capacity of 7 000 t/h) , hold cleaner and
other necessary auxiliary equipment, loading machine rail across both sides of
the hatch.
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Figure 2- FTS in transshipment working
Source: LIEBHERR official website(www.liebherr.com)
Vale’s FTS has been put into use in Subic Bay in the Philippines Sea, her
starboard can discharging VLCC and port side can load Capesize. The system
through the FTS transshipment cargo from VLCC to Capesize and then use the
Capesize to carry the cargo to the port of destination, effectively solving the
problem some ports have due to limited navigable water depth and unfit wharf
structure (it cannot meet the 400 thousand DWT ore carrier’s navigation and
berthing).
In that time, China does not allow the 400 thousand DWT super large iron ore
ship ( Valemax )to directly berth in China’s ports, but the Valemax type bulk
carrier was right designed for the Chinese market, so Vale have to employ this
system.
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2.2.3 Comparison of two types
Table 4- Comparison of the coastal FTS and offshore FTS
The coastal floating bulk
transshipment system
The offshore floating bulk
transshipment system
Basic ship Barge Cape or VLOC
Operating area Coastal Offshore
Vessel-to-load Panamax or Cape Supra or Cape




Navigation ability Self-propelled or non Self-propelled




Source: own calculation and presentation
Through the above introduction and comparison, the coastal floating bulk
transshipment system is obviously suitable for this Africa industrial bulk
transportation.
2.4 Analysis of barge transport mode
2.4.1 Different operation modes of dumb barges fleet
There are two main operation modes of dumb barges: pushing and towing. The
general selection principle is that when the sailing distance is long, it is
advisable to choose the towing way; when the channel is narrow and
complicated, the better choice is pushing.
Under the background of this case, it is easy to make the fleet sway when
pushing , and the turning radius of the pushing at the bend of the river is larger,
which influences the navigation of other ships. Moreover, the disturbance of
19
the propeller of the tugboat will increase the sailing resistance of the rear barge.
Figure 3- Towing barge fleet in Yangtze River
Source : Own shooting
But at the same time pushing has the following advantages:
(i) Low transport costs. The cost of pushing is 10 - 30% lower than that of
tow,because pushing can reduce water resistance and save fuel;
(ii) High operating speed. During the operating, pushing speed is 15 - 20%
higher than the towing transport;
(iii) Good manoeuvre performance. Pushing model’s manoeuvre performance
is better than towing model, the transport efficiency is higher.
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So, from the end of the 19th Century, pushing model was applied in many
countries. Since 1950s, the United States has taken the lead in developing the
coastal push transportation. In 1975, the United States built the world's first
offshore pushing barge fleet---consisting with pushing tug and 40 thousand
DWT oil barge.
Compare the same tonnage, same main engine power of pushing barge fleet
and general ship,the pushing barge fleet ‘s speed and ability to resist wind and
waves is less than general ship, and the building cost may not be cheaper, But
in barge operating model, the pusher tug and the barge can be separated, if
there is a lower loading and discharging efficiency and shorter voyage situation,
the operating turn over time of pusher tug is higher than dumb barge, so it can
complete more voyages and service more barge to the utilization ratio of the
propulsion power. Moreover, the pushing barge fleet has low requirement for
crew technical level and low requirement for crew number, so the total
transportation cost will be reduced.
Under the background of this case, the voyage leg is natural waterway, the
width and draft is limited, and the tug is needed in order to assist barge
berthing to FTS. This distance from the river mouth to the anchorage is 21
admiralty miles, and the sea-sailing conditions are good( wind 3.3m/s ,wave
1.2m), according to the above analysis, the pushing transportation mode will be
employed.
2.4.2 Different connection model between pusher and barge
The operation of pushing mode in inner water transportation is very mature,
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when the barge fleet sailing off the coast,they could occur large waves, in this
time the connection model between tug and barge is the crucial point.
The coupling device type application in the sea-sailing pushing barge fleet of
many classification methods are different all over the world, usually divided
into non integral, integral and half integral according to the relative motion
between pusher and dumb barge.
Among three connection above, the most suitable model for this river-sea
transportation is the integral connection model.The integral connection is to
link the boat and the barge to the full rigid, and the movement of the six
degrees of freedom is completely manipulated, like one ship. Therefore, its
ability to withstand wind and waves is similar to that of a self propelled cargo
ship. There are several types of integral connection, wedge groove type. Also
known as "T.B.S" type, and other “three-pin-fix”type, “ABC”type,
“Murvicker” type and so on. Their common features are: the stern of the barge
has a deep groove, and the shape of the barge matches with the front of the
pusher. The pusher is wedged into the barge and is firmly locked with an oil
pressure, and a buffer rubber is arranged between the contact surfaces. This
connection is complicated in structure and inconvenient in operation. It is
necessary to adjust the boat and barge to the right place to wedge in. But under
the river-sea transportation, the seaworthiness of barge fleet should be the most
important consideration, and this connection model can maintain steady sailing
under the condition of 6 m waves.
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Chapter 3 Economical demonstration
3.1 Scheme for comparison
In order to calculate the fleet size required by different speed, different tonnage,
different type (self-propelled and non self-propelled ) barges to complete the
transportation capacity of 7 million tons of bauxite per year, the following
experimental scheme was designed.
Each scheme contains 3 sets of factors: speed, barge type and tonnage, fleet
size as shown in Table 5 ~ Table 7.













Loaded speed 8 kn 7 kn 6 kn 5 kn
Ballast speed 9 kn 8 kn 7 kn 6 kn
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Table 6- Barge tonnage and type schemes
Source: own setting
Table 7- Barge number schemes
Source: own setting



































119 26.5 8.2 5.45 57.33
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Source: own presentation, data from capt.JIN and Shanghai shipping Research Institution.
3.2 Search for the feasible schemes
According to the previous section, we obtained 96 contrasting schemes. Now
we are going to pick out the schemes that can complete the transportation
mission.
To accomplish this, we need to calculate the annual volume of each scheme：
PBB KWNQ 0
（3.1）
Where, Q = quantity of annual transportation(mt)
= the number of barges
= deadweight of each barge





T 130 29 8.6 5.65 67.62
barge
10000DW
T 107 25.5 6.9 4.9 23.08
tug 3600HP 27.93










The annual voyage times( PBK ) is the number of voyages a barge can
complete within one year，
BPB VMVMAK f)]24/24//([ 21  (3.2)
Where，A= operating days per year
M= sailing distance (one direction)(kn)
1V =loaded sailing speed (heading for anchorage)(kn)
2V =ballast sailing speed (heading for loading port)(kn)
Bf =sailing rate
Sailing rate is the ratio of actual sailing time to operating time. Operating time
consist by actual sailing time, loading time, discharging time, departure time,
berthing time, tally time, hold inspecting time, ballasting time and other non
productive times.
Sailing rate can be calculated by formula below:
)ttt24/24//()24/24/(f 2102121  VMVMVMVMB (3.3)
Where, M= sailing distance (one direction)(kn)
1V =loaded sailing speed (heading for anchorage)(kn)
2V =ballast sailing speed (heading for loading port)(kn)
0t time for loading and discharging (h)
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1t time for berthing and unberthing(h)
2t time for connecting the pusher/tug and barge(h)
The average time for berthing and unberthing of each barge is 1.5 h, according
to the captions’ experience.
The loading and discharging time ( 0t )can be calculated by DWT of barge and
the loading / discharging rate of dock / transfer platform, which is 2500mt per






Where Deadweight of barge
LR Rate of loading at dock(mt/h)
DR Rate of discharging at transfer platform(mt/h)
By put-in the comparison schemes and functional relation into Excel, we can
test if a scheme can complete the transportation mission.
As the Appendix A: “Comparison schemes ” and Table 8- Capable schemes list
shows: under the restriction of this case, the mission cannot be achieved by any
four non self-propelled barge schemes, and same for six 10000DWT barge
fleet.
For the six 12000DWT barge schemes, only they service speed at 7kn laden /
0W
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8kn ballast, can they complete the transportation mission.
For the six15000DWT barge schemes, due to the holds capacity, if their service
speed over or at laden 5kn and ballast 6kn, they can always complete the
transportation mission.
For the eight barge schemes, due to the fleet size, they can complete the
transportation mission with each size of barge but for 1000DWT barge fleet
they can not complete the mission under the speed of laden 5kn and ballast
6kn.
In the part of self-propelled barge schemes, the transportation mission cannot
be achieved by any four self-propelled barge schemes as well.
For the six 1200DWT self-propelled barge schemes, they can complete the
transportation mission if their speed higher than laden 7kn/h and ballast 8kn/h.
For For the six 1500DWT self-propelled barge schemes, if their speed slower
than laden 7kn/h and ballast 8kn/h, they can not complete the transportation
mission.
The following list shows the fleet composition schemes capable for annual
transport 10,000,000mt bauxite per year.
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6 8 9 12933017 29.33%
A 15000D
WT
6 7 8 11936955 19.37%
A 15000D
WT
6 6 7 10841086 8.41%
A 10000D
WT











8 8 9 14716032 47.16%
A 12000D
WT
8 7 8 13513179 35.13%
A 12000D
WT
8 6 7 12203935 22.04%
A 12000D
WT











8 6 7 14454782 44.55%
A 15000D
WT




10 8 9 16043105 60.43%
A 10000D
WT
10 7 8 14675915 46.76%
A 10000D
WT















10 6 7 15254918 52.55%
A 12000D
WT
10 5 6 13465692 34.66%
A 15000D
WT















6 8 9 11037024 10.37%
B 12000D
WT
6 7 8 10134885 1.35%
B 15000D
WT















8 7 8 11740732 17.41%









8 7 8 13513179 35.13%
B 12000D
WT
8 6 7 12203935 22.04%
B 12000D
WT
8 5 6 10772554 7.73%
B 15000D
WT











8 5 6 12838383 28.38%
B 10000D
WT
10 8 9 16043105 60.43%
B 10000D
WT
10 7 8 14675915 46.76%
B 10000D
WT











10 7 8 16891474 68.91%
B 12000D
WT
10 6 7 15254918 52.55%
B 12000D
WT
10 5 6 13465692 34.66%
B 15000D
WT












10 5 6 16047979 60.48%
Source: own calculation
3.3 Chose the most economical scheme
3.3.1 Safety affluence
In order to pick out the most economical scheme, we reject the scheme which
Coefficient of affluence higher than 50%. Because high Coefficient of
affluence lead to a “over capacity”, which is a waste.
Also reject the schemes which Coefficient of affluence lower than 10%,
because the operating area is located in tropical rain forest climate zone, the
abundant precipitation in rainy season may affect the transport operation. So
over than 10% Coefficient of affluence for safety is needed.
3.3.2 Total cost estimate
The total cost is the sum of all costs of operating a ship on an established route,
including capital costs and shipping costs. The annual shipping cost of a ship is
the sum of the expenses of each ship in a year, and basically consists of five
major items: the cost of ship, the crew salary, FO/DO/LO consume, port charge
and other charges.
3.3.2.1 Capital costs
Capital costs include the loans to banks(purchase of new vessels ), annual
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repayment of principal and interest.
)i1(P cost capital 1 N
N

Where, 1P = Loan value
i = Loaning rate
N = Shipping operation period(year)
In this case, i = 0.06, and we assume each barge will serve 15 years, so N=15.
3.3.2.2 Depreciation
The vessel is gradually lost since she was built, in order to compensate for the








Where, 1Y Depreciation charge per year
P = Ship building price
P The residual value to the planned vessel service years
2N The ship service years before her recycling
For the planned vessel service years, according to Chinese standards and
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regulation , the general service years of main ships are as follow:
Table 9- Allowable ship service years under Chinese regulation
Chemical tanker, dangerous goods
carrier, LNG, LPG
18 ~ 20 years
Bulk carrier, RO RO and container ship 20 ~ 22 years
General Cargo ships and multi-purpose
ship
25 years
Inland water tankers and barges 20 years
Passenger and cargo ships, cruise ships,
and motor barge
24 years
Push integrated barge ship 22 years
High-speed passenger ship and
glass-steel-body ship
10 ~ 15 years
Source:Ministry of Communications of the People's Republic of China, 1997
So we set the service years of our barge fleet as 20 years.
3.3.2.3 Maintenance
Ship maintenance cost is the annual share of various repair costs, according to
a certain percentage of the ship price. The fee is also referred as repair fund.
The ship maintenance including repairs ， annual inspection and special
inspection etc.. The maintenance drawing rate of ocean going vessels is 2.5%,
coastal ships is 3.5%, inland water vessels is 4.5%. The maintenance cost also
according to the actual conditions of ships.
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3.3.2.4 Insurance
Insurance premiums are paid to insurance companies for insurance and are
generally estimated by the following formula.
Annual insurance premium = Insurance rate * P
Where，P = ship building price
The insured value is usually put forward by the insurance company according
to the condition of the ship, and the insured value is not equal to the ship price,
but the transportation cost estimate can be assumed to be equal to the ship
price.
The annual premium rate, usually 0.45~0.75%, depends on the ship's age, sizes,
voyage distance, cargo type, navigation area conditions, etc.. If the ship sails in
the war zone, the premium rate will be high. Generally, the insurance rate for
the bulk cargo ship is about 0.55%, and about 0.7% for the tanker.
The following table shows three rates related to the price of the ship. The data
are collected from shipping companies.




Vessel type Depreciation Maintenance Insurance Total
Ocean Bulk carrier，general 3.6% 2.5% 0.55% 6.55%
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cargo carrier，tug




3% 3.5% 0.6% 7.1%






2.57% 4.5% 0.6% 7.67%
Tanker 3.6% 4.5% 0.8% 8.9%
Source: data collected from many shipping managers
3.3.2.5 Crew costs
Crew costs, that is, the annual payment for crews. Crew costs are divided into
basic wages, auxiliary wages, meals, sailing allowances, bonuses and wage
surcharges. Crew costs account for about 46% of the operating costs. This
paper refers to the historical data of COSCO Shipping Group when estimating
the operating cost.
3.3.2.6 FO/DO/LO consumption
The cost will be estimated by the power and unit consumption of the main
engine, marine auxiliary machinery and boiler, as well as the operating time
and the price of fuel and lubricant.
In the calculation process, it should be divided into two situations：sailing and
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mooring. The engine power when sailing is about 80~85% of its maximum
sustained power ; marine auxiliary machinery power in navigation and ship
equipment (such as ship crane) during working are about 80% of their
maximum sustained power, or 70% if ship is mooring; for crude oil tanker or
oil barge, consider the need to warm the oil, the boiler should be take an other
estimate.
FO is thicker and cheaper than DO, so FO is the major fuel when ship’s sailing.
In inland water navigation, DO is added to fuel to obtain better
maneuverability.
The consumption of LO can be calculated separately according to the actual
needs of the main engine and the marine auxiliary machinery. In estimation,
LO cons presented as a percentage of the fuel cost:
For the ship sailing along coast: 7~10%
For the ship sailing in inland waterway : 17%
3.3.2.6 Port charges
Port charges including all of royalties and expenses when ships in the port , but
in this case, the entire transportation system is a industrial transportation, so the
loading dock facility is a also pier investing in this project. The owner of dock
is also the owner of barge fleet, so this part of cost can be slip in the process of
schemes’ cost comparison temporarily.
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3.3.2.7 other expenses
Other expenses refer to the integration of miscellaneous expenses for ships,
including fleet management fees, entertainment expenses, bills printing fees,
staff training fees, publicity fees, conference cost, communication fees, office
supplies and so on.
Other costs generally make up about 15% of total annual costs.
3.3.3 Cost comparison results
According to The Hypothetical price of ship, ship forms and the prediction
methods of various costs given in the previous section, the various costs of
each ship type per year can be calculated by excel:
























T 67.62 19.30 6.76 1.91 12.37 0.44 0.98 10.25
barge 10000DW
T
23.08 0.00 2.31 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Source: own calculation
Based on the data given above, we can calculate the total cost of each feasible
plan, including the shipping price. (As space is limited, costs details are in
appendix B: “costs details of each feasible scheme”)



















B 12000DWT 6 7 8 1.35% 23400 43247
B 12000DWT 6 8 9 10.37% 23400 43247
B 15000DWT 6 6 7 8.41% 27600 48500
B 15000DWT 6 7 8 19.37% 27600 48500
B 15000DWT 6 8 9 29.33% 27600 48500
A 12000DWT 6 7 8 1.35% 24900 49212
A 12000DWT 6 8 9 10.37% 24900 49212
B 10000DWT 8 6 7 5.60% 26400 52886
B 10000DWT 8 7 8 17.41% 26400 52886
tug 3600HP 27.93 19.30 2.79 1.32 13.82 0.37 0.98 9.35
barge
12000DW
T 27.93 0.00 2.79 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
tug 4800HP 33.08 19.30 3.31 1.47 19.65 0.40 1.10 11.51
barge 15000DWT 35.28 0.00 3.53 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
barge 6800HP 43.95 19.30 4.40 2.06 26.95 0.49 1.32 13.40
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B 10000DWT 8 8 9 28.34% 15200 41686
Source: own calculation
Through this table, we can quickly find the best solution( the second column),
which has a relatively adequate security margin, but also more economical than
other programs.
So far, we've worked out the best fleet composition by calculating the cost of
the fleet each year. that is, using six 12000DWT self-propelled barge with 8 kn
laden speed and 9 kn ballast speed to transport 10,000,000mt per year and have
1,037,034mt security margin.
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Chapter 4 Summary and Further Discuss
4.1 Summary
4.1.1 Research process
In this paper, the composition of the fleet was fixed in four steps.
The first step is to determine the target of this industrial shipping system and
determine the restrictions both natural and technical.
Transportation mission:
10 million tons of bauxite should be transport from a river port nearby mining
area to the transfer-platform in the open sea anchorage each year.
Main restrictions:
Operating days: In consideration of the local climate (Each year there
are3-month wet-season, heavy rainfall will affect the normal
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loading/discharging and transshipping.At the same time, the arrival of the flood
season will affect the safety of sailing), the maintenance time of various
equipment / facilities and the annual inspection / dry-docking time of vessels.
So the whole transport system can be operated for 270 days per year.
Voyage distance: total voyage distance is 64km, including 40km inland
waterway, 24km from the coast to open sea anchorage (transfer-platform).
Loading / discharging rate: There are two berths in loading port along the river:
two barge berths are arranged in inland water, each berth have a belt conveyor
(designed convey rate is 4000t/h). The average carrying efficiency of each
berth per barge shall be 2500t/h.
The transfer platform has six ship cranes ( designed working capability:
1000t/h ) and can discharg 2 barges at same time ,the discharging rate shall be
1850t/h each barge.
The second step is listing the schemes for comparison according to the inland
waterway draft (six meters), current shipbuilding technique, and the suggestion
from some experienced captains, shipping company managers and Ship Design
Institute.
The third step is to reject the schemes which failed to complete the
transportation mission.
The fourth step is to choose the fleet composition solution with the lowest cost
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in the feasible schemes.
4.1.2 Research result
So far, we found the optimal barge fleet composition:


















B 12000DWT 6 8 9 10.37% 23400 43247
Source: own calculation
That is using six 12000DWT self propelled barges with a service speed of 8/9
laden/ballast to complete the annual transportation volume of 10million tons
bauxite.
4.2.3 Shortcomings
First of all, the contrast scheme of this paper is not enough. Ship fleet is a large
investment.Before making a decision and signing a contract with shipyard,
sufficient investigation should be done. But due to the limited knowledge of
the author's own way, some barge transportation models such as Japan's new
coastal barge technology remain to be discussed.
In the limited information which the author has consulted, the new type barges
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on the coast of Japan have large capacity, large wave resistance and more
suitable for the sea and river combined transport. But because of this new type
of vessel’s building price is much higher, and maintenance cost is great, the
application of suge barge needs further discussion.
According to other information the author consulted, on Miami coast of the
United States, some container are also operated by barge fleet.The fleet
operates mainly in towing, but I did not find the fleet’s information, and,
according to shipping manager and caption’s experience, towing model in the
Yangtze River is gradually faded from the field of vision, due to its drawbacks
of maneuverability and safety.
Second, in the cost comparison process, almost all costs, including the cost of
the ship, are roughly estimated. For example, when calculating crew costs, I
ignored different requirements for manning between different ship types, but
use the same crew cost for each ship.
When calculating fuel consumption, I can only estimate by empirical
proportion because of my insufficient engineering knowledge. At the same time,
I didn’t forecast the fluctuation of fuel oil price for the next year, but the fact is
that the price of fuel is changing every day. If anyone want to make accurate
cost estimates, a reasonable forecasts of fuel prices should be done.
Moreover, in reality, the unite price of ship is different between build one ship
and a fleet. The larger the tonnage, the lower the unit cost; the more the number
of mass construction, the lower the cost of a single ship As the cost is reduced,
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ships are allowed higher speed,.
4.2 Further discuss ： If the loading/discharging efficiency
improved
4.2.1 Problem proposition
In the main part of this paper, the loading and discharging rate of the dock and
the transfer-platform are fixed for the sake of calculation.Compared to the large
investment and long construction period of the dredging river, improving the
efficiency of -loading and unloading rate is not only cheaper, but also more
likely to change in the future.
In this section, I will research on the possibility to reduce the logistics cost of
whole transportation system by further improving the loading and discharging
efficiency of both ends, as well as which end deserves more investment.
4.2.2 Analysis methods
On the basis of the comparison scheme of the original barge fleet information,
we raise the loading and discharging efficiency of the dock side and the
platform side respectively. By comparing the corresponding changes( margin)
in the total annual transportation volume, the possibility of the realization of
the loading and unloading system is proved in combination with the actual
situation.
With in the previous model, I changed the loading and discharging rate from
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the original figure to (2500t/h), 3000t/h, 3500t/h,4000t/h respectively and a
“slop function”(regress the two sets of data) was implied in Excel to calculate
the degree of the change of annual transportation volume.
4.2.3 Model calculation result
Because of the limited space, please refer to the Appendix B for the full results
form.
The most notable finding is that the greater the DWT of barges, the greater the
cost reduction by improve loading and discharging efficiency.
Over all, the average slop(degree of change )of changing discharging rate (263)
is higher than changing loading rate(243). So, Increasing the unloading
efficiency of the barge on the transshipment platform will be more conducive
to reducing the overall transport cost.
4.2.4 Summary
After the calculations above, it is theoretically feasible to reduce a barge by
increasing the L/D efficiency. If reducing the number of 1~2 barge barges, the
depreciation, and related management costs can be reduced, the preliminary
estimates, each reduction of 1 barges, the annual cost reduction of about 2
million US dollar.
After the calculations above, it is theoretically feasible to reduce a barge by
increasing the efficiency of handling. Reduce the number of 1~2 barge barges,
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depreciation, and related personnel management costs can be reduced, the
preliminary estimates, each reduction of 1 barges, the annual cost reduction of
about 2,813,900 dollar.
But, enhance the efficiency of loading and discharging will also bring technical
problems and cost (if terminal machine, yard conveyor and transportation
equipment ability increased, the corresponding cost will increased), and, for 10
thousand tons of barge loading capacity of 4000 tons, the original should be
said has been great, to further improve the L/D rate will bring greater security
risks, which is not conducive to safety operation.
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Appendix A: The list of Comparison schemes
Barge type














B 12000DWT 6 7 8 1.35% 23400 43247
B 12000DWT 6 8 9 10.37% 23400 43247
B 15000DWT 6 6 7 8.41% 27600 48500
B 15000DWT 6 7 8 19.37% 27600 48500
B 15000DWT 6 8 9 29.33% 27600 48500
A 12000DWT 6 7 8 1.35% 24900 49212
A 12000DWT 6 8 9 10.37% 24900 49212
B 10000DWT 8 6 7 5.60% 26400 52886
B 10000DWT 8 7 8 17.41% 26400 52886
B 10000DWT 8 8 9 28.34% 15200 41686
A 10000DWT 8 6 7 5.60% 27760 55128
A 10000DWT 8 7 8 17.41% 27760 55128
A 10000DWT 8 8 9 28.34% 27760 55128
B 12000DWT 8 5 6 7.73% 31200 57663
B 12000DWT 8 6 7 22.04% 31200 57663
B 12000DWT 8 7 8 35.13% 31200 57663
B 12000DWT 8 8 9 47.16% 31200 57663
A 15000DWT 6 6 7 8.41% 32340 61488
A 15000DWT 6 7 8 19.37% 32340 61488
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A 15000DWT 6 8 9 29.33% 32340 61488
B 15000DWT 8 5 6 28.38% 36800 64667
B 15000DWT 8 6 7 44.55% 36800 64667
A 12000DWT 8 5 6 7.73% 33200 65616
A 12000DWT 8 6 7 22.04% 33200 65616
A 12000DWT 8 7 8 35.13% 33200 65616
A 12000DWT 8 8 9 47.16% 33200 65616
B 10000DWT 10 5 6 15.99% 33000 66107
B 10000DWT 10 6 7 32.00% 33000 66107
B 10000DWT 10 7 8 46.76% 33000 66107
A 10000DWT 10 5 6 15.99% 34700 68910
A 10000DWT 10 6 7 32.00% 34700 68910
A 10000DWT 10 7 8 46.76% 34700 68910
B 12000DWT 10 5 6 34.66% 39000 72079
A 15000DWT 8 5 6 28.38% 43120 81984
A 15000DWT 8 6 7 44.55% 43120 81984
A 12000DWT 10 5 6 34.66% 41500 82020
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Appendix C: The effect of increasing handling efficiency of both






















Q= Q= Q= Q= Q= slope Q= Q= Q= Q= Q= Q= slope
Vl= Vb= W0= Nb= Np= W1= Na= 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 1850 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000
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22043
873
22406
846
22687
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21555
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